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Abstract

Propagation of a laser light through regions of an underdense plasma
is an active research topic in laser fusion. In particular, a large effort
has been invested in studies of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) which can reflect laser en-ergy and produce energetic particles to preheat a fusion energy tarCFet.

Z5 C5 in

Experiments. theory and simulations agree on a complex interplay be-
tween various laser-plasma instabilities. By particle-in-cell simulations
of an underdense electron-plasma, we have found, apart from the stan-
dard SRS a strong backscattering near the electron plasma frequency

in C5

at densities beyond the quarter critical. This novel instability, recog-
nized in recent experiments as stimulated laser scattering on a trapped
electron-acoustic mode (SEAS), is absent from a classical theory of
laser-parametric instabilities. A parametric excitation of SEAS insta-
bility, is explained by a three-wave resonant decay of the incident laser
li-ht into a standing backscattered wave and a slow trapped electron-
acoustic wave ( < ,,). Large SEAS pulsations, eventually suppressed
by relativistic heating of electrons, are observed in our simulations.
This phenomenon seems relevant to future hohiraum target and fast
ignition experiments.



1 Introduction 2 Simulations

To investiaate stimulated laser scattering
A general issue in laser fusion that has been 0
of considerable interest in past decades is in an underdense plasma, one-dimensional
growth of instabilities in underdense plasmas particle-in-cell simulations were performed
[1]. Stimulated Raman and stimulated Bril- with an open-boundary electromagnetic rel-
louin scattering (SRS and SBS, respectively) ativistic code [L4-151. A plasma layer was
are known as major processes that can bring placed in vacuum with more than 50 elec-
high reflectivity and undesirable target pre- trons/cell, while ions were kept immobile to

O create a neutralizing background. For ener-
heat to prevent efficient compression of the getic electrons and electromagnetic waves that
fuel. Although much effort has been devoted to
this subject [2-al, observations and theoretical reach system boundaries, two extra damping
models are rarely in good agreement. Recently, regions at the system ends were introduced

(see Fig.3 of Ref. [151). A laser with an in-
there are extensive activities to study plasmas O
at conditions appropriate to the National I-- tensity eEO/(mCWo = 06 (Eo is the

0 electric field) interacts with an initially uni-
nition Facility (NIF) [�-81. In particular. de-

form plasma layer of length L = 0clwo (wo
sign on high temperature hohlraurns (HTH) for e>
NIF is currently underway []. In these HTH is the laser frequency) with the electron tem-
targets with large, moderate density plasmas, perature T = OOeV and plasma density (a)
strong SRS backscatter and beam filarnenta- n = 0.1n, (b) n = 025n, (c) n = 0.5n, and

(d) n = 0.8n, (n, = n(WO/U)P)2 is the criti-
tion are expected at higher laser intensities. cal density; Lop = (ne 2/(EOMY))1/2 is the elec-

More recently, a new type of stimulated tron plasma frequency and -y is the relativistic
scattering on the so-called, electron-acoustic factor). To illustrate the plasma response to
wave (EAW) was proposed by Montgomery a step-function, linearly-polarized laser pulse,
et al. [LO, 111 to reinterpret underdense in Fig. 1, the time evolution of the reflec-
plasma data from the Trident laser fcility. tivity is plotted. (R = SI(So), S, and Si
It was shown, that among electronic instabil- are Poynting vectors for reflected and incident
ities, stimulated scattering of laser light from wave, respectively, and denotes time aver-
a trapped electron-acoustic wave (SEAS) ( < aging over the laser period). As seen in Fig. 
wp) can possibly explain anomalous backscat- the reflectivity of the plasma layer, increases
ter data at 1 > 1016 W/CMI previously at- with density increase, due to growing pasma
tributed to stimulated Raman back-scattering instabilities. It is known that SRS, the scatter-
(B-SRS) from unrealistically low plasma den- ing of laser light from electrostatic Langmuir

2 2 2 2sity. In Maxwellian plasmas, a slow linear waves LvEPW _= W� + 3vt kEPW (here WEPW

electron-acoustic mode is strongly Landau- and kEPW are the electron plasma-Langmuir
damped; however, at large EAW amplitudes, wave frequency and wavenumber, respectively,
electron trapping can support undamped trav- vt = (T/m)1/2 is the electron thermal veloc-
elling modes (BGK-alike) [L21 or with a small ity), plays a major role in low-density regions
dissipation, weakly damped travelling solu- (n < 0.25n,) of a plasma. Since, due to rel-
tions 13]. In the experiments reported, the ativistic electron-mass variation, the effective
SEAS to SRS signal ratio was smaller than electron plasma frequency decreases at high
10-3 However we find plasma conditions laser intensities, matching conditions for 13-ID

such that SEAS can dominate over B-SRS. We SRS instability wo = Ls WEPW and ko
model SEAS and explain its onset as a 3-wave k, + kEPW can shift to higher density plasma
absolute instability and discuss related strong regions beyond the n,,/4 (here ko is the laser
electron heating and relativistic laser-intensity wavenumber and w, and k, are the frequency
regimes. and the wavenumber of the scattered light, re-



spectively). However, in the weakly-relativistic recognized as SEAS instability. Through ex-
case = 06, laser intensity I - 1017W/CMI), tensive particle simulations it has been found
considered above, the relativistic shift is not that SEAS is the parametric decay of the laser
large enough to explain high reflectivities in light into a backscattered light (Stokes mode)
Figs. 1c-1d, as directly related to stimulated and a large electrostatic electron-acoustic wave
Raman backscattering by Langmuir waves. To (EAW(w,,, ka)). Furthermore, the main char-
obtain further insi-ht into underdense laser- acteristic of this decay is that the backscat-
plasma instabilities, simulation data for two tered wave is driven near critical, i.e. W, Zt� wp
connected plasma layers LI and L2 are shown which implies k, ;Zf 0 and V, ;Zt 0 (V, ;Zz� 0
in Fig. 2 The uniform plasma densities are is the group velocity of the scattered wave).
n = 0.15n, and n2 0.5n,, and lengths Therefore, the backscattered wave is a slowly
L = 30clwo and L2 60clwo, respectively, propagating (standing) EM wave such that the
with the laser strength = 03 and the same frequency and wave number of EAW match a
initial electron temperature T = 5OOeV. In 3-wave resonance, as LA)a = Wo - LUS Z� - P

fact, in Fig. 2 we show the electron phase and ka = ko - k, z:� ko. Indeed, in an early
space (longitudinal velocity versus position) SEAS phase, observed narrow spectrum read-
at different moments of time, two = 85 and ily obeys the above frequency matching (see
two = 1380. Our choice of densities is such Fig.1 of ref 4 It seems apparent from
that layer LI allows strong Raman backscat- above results that the EAW growth in plasmas
tering (n < 0.25n,), while L2 density is over- with n > 0.25n, occurs over the frequency
critical to excite SRS and serves as a heat sink. range (well) below the electron plasma fre-
As a product of B-SRS in LI, a large trapped quency (wa = wo - )- In order to clarify the
Langmuir wave and forward acceleration of hot growth of such ES waves we discuss a simple
electrons from L into L2 are seen in Fig. 2 model for parametric coupling between three
for two = 85. As expected, during this early waves, a(x, t) exp[i(kix -wit)], satisfying the
phase, no instability in the layer L2 is observed. frequency and wave-vector resonant matching
However 7 at later times (two = 1380) non- conditions, which for weakly varying envelopes
activity" of the heated L2 is broken by the [17 8 5

L-] in dimensionless units [L-J, reads
growth of a huge trapped EAW which strongly aao i9ao
reflects laser light (SEAS) and further heats - + V0- -Moasaa, (1)
the system. Since this instability takes place &t (9X
in long higher density re-ions, in general, re- o9as - V 9as

t) S Msa*aa, (2)
flectivity can become large, beyond the SRS & C)X 00
level (see also Fig. Ic and Id for transient Yaa aaa0 i - + Va- + Faaa = Maao*a�,, (3)
peaks with more than 100% instantaneous re- & (9X
flection). Intermittent pulsations and instant where > are group velocities, Ira is a
reflectivities larger than 1, already found in 13- damping rate for EAW (Fo = IF, = for EM
SRS simulations, are generic to the 3-wave res- waves is used), M > are the coupling coef-
onance detuning by nonlinear frequency shifts ficients and a are the wave amplitudes, where
due to electron/ion trapping, relativistic ef- i = 0, s, a, denote the pump, backscattered
fects, etc. [�,L51. wave and EAW, respectively. With standard

(open) boundary conditions, aOt = E,

3 SEAS model as(Lt = aa(Ot = 0, the backscattering
grows as an absolute instability, only if

Let us try to briefly explain the rowth of0 LlLo > /2, (4)
the observed strong backscatter within a den-
sity range n > 0.25n,. Such a process has where Lo ")1/2/-Yo is the interaction
been recently reported by these authors 4], length and yo = E(MMa)112 is the uniform
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0growth rate 17, 18]. Since for the backscatter broadening and strong electron heating which
we have typically observed V, ;zz� 0, the con- result in a complex SEAS saturation 5,15].
dition 4 is readily satisfied (Lo Pz� 0), even The above picture seems to be generally con-
for a weak growth rate. An explicit form of sistent with the 3-wave backscatter complexity
the left hand side of (1) and 2 is easy to model, proposed by one of these authors [151.
get (light waves). Although for EAW no lin-0 To illustrate the spatial variation of EM and
ear dispersion relation in analytical form exists ES fields in the plasma layer (n = 0.6n,,
[141, the real part of the frequency is derived L = 40clwo, = 03), snapshots for a weak
to scale like wa �� ak,,vt, where various authors pumping case are shown in Fig. 4a. According
find a zn (I - 3 [L2,13,16]. Due to a nonzero to [U] efficient resonant EAW excitation is ex-
damping F 5 0, EAW is characterized by the pected for wa / ka Vt = I - 2 which for above pa-
Ion-itudinal absorption length La = Va/ra, SO rameters would require vt1c zt 028. Although
SEAS-backscatter becomes absolute under an somewhat unrealistic, such high longitudinal
extra condition MI electron temperatures can be produced due to

forward and backward SRS. As a weak pump
LolLa < 2 (5) (0 = 03) appears to be close to an instability

In a linear theory EAW is a highly damped threshold (for parameters in Fig. 4 we find
0 SEAS sensitive to exact temperature match-

slow ES mode, so that the absorption length ina: no instability was observed outside the
La takes small values. Still, the key factor for t>
onset and growth of SAES is a nearly critical range vt1c = (0.1 - 030) [41. This is con-
"standing" backward Stokes wave (Lo ;z� 0), trary to a stronger pump case (e.g., = 06)
such that V, �� satisfies (5) and also mini- where relativistic resonance broadening seems
mizes the threshold for SEAS excitation L11 to enable SEAS growth (vide supra, Fig. 

(V at much lower temperatures 41. An early re-
according to yo > 0.51a )1/2. sponse (two = 1936) is nearly a steady-state,

with a nonlinearly (ponderomotively) driven
4 Discussions ES waves at the second (2wo, 2ko) and at the

zero (0,O) harmonics [L6]. The fully devel-
In Figure 3 we display the electromagnetic oped SEAS instability is visible in Fig. 
(EM) and electrostatic (ES) spectrum for pa- for two = 2969, characterized by large arnpli-
rameters of Fig. Id corresponding to a devel- tude EM and ES waves. After plasma relaxes
oped SEAS stage (two =: 11 - 842). The in- by an instability propagating out in the back-
cident laser light (wo = 1) decays into a spec- ward direction tw = 3098), new rowth takes
trally broadened backscattered light and a slow place (see Fig. 4a for two = 3227). Above
trapped EAW. centered around (w, -z� 072) features appear well correlated with the cor-
and w,,Iwo,-� 028 << wpolwo ;z: 089), respec- responding reflectivity pulsations observed in
tively. This figure confirms the basic SEAS Fig. 4b. We note that after the first growth
scheme. The effective electron plasma fre- and relaxation, the system is already signifi-
quency wp is much smaller than its standard cantly heated which results in a shift in the
non-relativistic value wpo, basically due to an matching condition and eventual suppression
increasing relativistic - factor (vide supra). of further growth. Finally, let us discuss pos-
A dynamical locally reduced wp can effectively sible consequences of stimulated scattering in-
trap a slowly propagating EM Stokes wave in- stabilities excited in an underdense plasma to-
side the plasma. Moreover, instead of narrow ward the high density core. In Fig. 5, the
spectra at an early stage [L41, the SEAS broad- reflectivity and transmittivity for the system
ened incoherent spectra are observed at late consisting, of two connected plasma layers LI
times in Fig. 3 At large amplitudes, trapping and L2 (the densities are nj 0.2n, and
and relativistic nonlinearities induce resonance n = 0.6n, the lengths are LI 20c/wo and

- 3 -



L = 80clwo, the laser strength is = 03 ulations in nonuniform plasmas.
and the temperature is T = 5eV) is plot-
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